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CAP Leader Will
Meet President

"Waves of Reflection" Break
Over 34th S.U. Homecoming

in Olympia. Alison
Bob Chesterfield, president of Breakfast
in a discusparticipant
a
will
be
ProActivities
S.U.s Christian
will
include Dr.
panel
sion
which
good
gram, will break bread in
George Eisentrout, director of
company Sunday morning.
public instruction, King County
He will be one of the guests Superior Court Judge Charles
of President Richard Nixon at
Z. Smith, and Glen Jarstad,
the Presidential Prayer Break- mayor of Bremerton.
fast in Washington, D.C. The
Five other S.U. students, Pat
breakfast, during which the
Derr
of CAP. Toni Clark of AWS,
blessings of God are asked upon
Evered, Thorn O'Rourke,
Dan
the new administration, has be- and Larry Inman of ASSU, will
come a Washington tradition.
also be guests of the governor.
Afterwards, Chesterfield will
remain in Washington for a 4-day
leadership course being offered
by the Senate and coordinated
by Sen. Mark Hatfield of Oregon.
He will make two stops on the
way home, one inNewport, R.1.,
and another in Oshkosh, Wis.,

3 Democrat
Hopefuls at
Free Hoar

for speakingengagements.
Chesterfield will lecture on reNext Friday's free hour will
ligious instruction in schools to feature the three Democratic
members of the Bristol Catholic candidates for King County
Deanery, Thursday, Jan. 30, at
Albert Rossellini, Gene Ford
Newport. He is a former super- and Robert Block will each give
intendent of religious instruction a 10 minute talk at 10 a.m. in
of the deanery.
the library auditorium. They will
Sunday, Feb. 1, he will ad- then open to questions from the
dress the members of the De- floor.
Their appearance is sponsored
partment of religion at Wisconsin State University, at the in- by the Young Democrats.
vitation of the head of the deMallette,
junior;
Mary
Dr., Walter Bense, on
right)
partment,
Jeanne
(left
Top,
to
HOMECOMING ROYALTY:
Classes have been dismisscurriculum changes in theologiKay Williams, senior; Barbara Francisovich, senior; and LuLu Morrow, junior.
Monday, Jan. 27, for the
cal
ed
courses.
Brenda
Champoux,
Queen;
Williams,
sophomore; Suzanne
Middle (1 to r.) Kris
Holiday.They will
home, Associated
Closer
to
President's
Aberfeller,
Gomez, sophomore. Bottom, (1. to r.) Midge Boyd, freshman, and Tina
Women Student's president Aliresume Tuesday, Jan. 28. The
freshman.
son Fry will also be a Prayer
data was changed from preher
at
viously announced Jan. 31.
in
case
guest,
Breakfast
those engaged in swallowing some of Governor Dan Evan's Prayer
By PATTY HOLLINGER
Goldimported

for the
the 1000 goldfish
fish Swallowing Contest during the club
displays and carnival.
BEARD GROWING and pie eating
(berry, by the way) will also highlight
the carnival which will be topped by a
"War Dance" in the gym with music by
The Factory. Alumni will tour the campus during the day.
Monday'sbig feature isNOCLASSES
due to the President's Holiday. The evening and Homecoming 1969 will wind
up with the U. of Texas at El Paso vs.
S.U. basketball game at the Coliseum.

The "Waves of Reflection" will break
upon the shore of S.U. thirty-fourth
Homecoming and spill a frothy assortment of events from tonight's appearance of poet-singer RodMcKuen to Monday evening's basketball game.
WITH LAST night's presentation of
Homecoming Queen Suzanne Champoux
and her court at the Weber St.-S. U.
basketball game, Homecoming1969 was
officially launched.
The Seattle Center Opera House has
been sold out for tonight's presentation
of Rod McKuen. The alumni will be
swinging to the music of Norm Hoagy
and his orchestra in the Seattle Center
Exhibition Hall at 9 p.m. Seniors have
been invited.
Queen Suzanne Champoux will be
crowned tomorrow night aboard the
Princess Elaine during the Homecoming
dance. Bids will be available until 3 p.m.
today in the Chieftain and at the door.
"College Day" on Sunday will bring
a catch to many throats, especially to

HOMECOMING
SPECIAL

20% Student & Faculty Discount
On All Portraits & Frames
Photographs By

TOMORROW

HomecomingDance

9 p.m. aboard Princess Elaine
1900 Harbor Aye. S.W.
SUNDAY
Alumni Tours
3 to 7:30 p.m.
Displays and Carnival
7:30 to 9 p.m., Chieftain
9 p.m., Gym
War Dance
MONDAY
No Classes
President's Holiday
Homecoming Game
.8 p.m., Coliseum

N

ment which devotes much of its
time to providing counseling to
potential draftees.
Members of The Resistance
feel that not enough has been

KARATE SCHOOL
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7 to 10 MONDAY
8 to 10 FRIDAY
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rested were two Catholic priests,

!

Frs. Daniel and Philip Berrigan I
Both men recently received jail
sentences for their action.
Forest's aDnearance at S.U.
was arranged in cooperation
with members of "The Resistance," a nationwidepeace move L»
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Located V/2 Blocks
From S. U.

done to insure that all young
menare made aware of the various options that they have regarding the draft and military
service.
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Don Williams

Draft Resistance Leader Speaks
James Forest, one of fourteen
arrested for burning draft files
taken from Milwaukee, Wise,
Selective Service boards last
September, will speak today at
the 10 a.m. free hour in the library auditorium.
Forest, who received a conscientious objector discharge from
the Navy in 1961, is co-chairman
of the Catholic Peace Fellowship. This was the first peace
organization begun in response
to the Vietnam war. Forest, who
is being sponsored by SIL, will
discuss the philosophy of the
draft resistance movement.
The Milwaukee demonstration
in which Forest participated is
just one of a number of similar
incidents that have taken place
throughout the country during
the past year.
Probably the most famous of
these occurred last May in Catonsville, Maryland, where nine
persons were arrested for destroying draft fles with homemade napalm. Among those ar-
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Editorial

Why

Homecoming Bells Unheard;
Is It Time for New Tune?

The current boycott of California table grapes in

has been firmly endorsed by nearly every political organization in the country, from Young Democrats to
radical leftists.
There have been two significant holdouts, however:
the New Conservatives and the Young Republicans
The New Conservatives' opposition has come as no
surprise. The attitude of these chronic losVcausefans was
a foregone conclusion. The distressing development has
been the new reactionary attitude of the Young Republicans, supposedly the most moderate wing of a rapidly
moderating party.
We can understand the Y.R.s argument against removal of grapes from institutional meal service tables:
that such blanket action is in violation of a person's
right to free decision. What we cannot understand is
such provocative tactics as distributing free grapes to
passers-by in student cafeterias.
We believe that the plight of the migrant farm
worker is a testament that speaks eloquently for itself.
No stirring rhetoric, no soaring sermons, no tearful pleas
are needed to prove the justice of the striker's cause.
In the same light, the unsympathetic actions of the
Young Republicans give testimony to the world that a
branch of the party which lately boasted of its "liberalization" has returned to the brand of silk-hatted, bigbusiness RenubJicanism that was supposed to have been
buried with the "Robber Barons."

By SHERYL M. HENRY

HOMECOMING-G-G-g-g-g
And the sound rings out onto

.

mm All right, Iadmit it! When my
Minister of Finance
told me to open a savings account, Iwouldn't listen.

- - whammo- -

Waterloo!

99

/jjx Solve your money problems by opening a Daily Interest
Savings Account at NBofC. Interest is computed on
I(J daily balances and compounded quarterly at 4% per
181

annum. Best way in the world to protect yourself from
a financial Waterloo.

V

NBC
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION " DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO Sl5OOO
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Republicans?

Homecoming g ..g...g:

support of striking Mexican-American vineyard workers

Then
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deaf ears.

Indeed this is Homecoming
as much of the student
body is aware, for rumor has
not deceived them, though its
ringing has faded into these familiar throbbing final vibrations
before total silence. Yes, around
campus, 'til tolled that Homecoming is upon us:
"But Ican't find a girl who
wants to pay her own way to the
week,

...

dance."

"Naw, I'm not going
I
don't like poetry."
"'Sure, I'm going to the game
if it isn't snowing."

...

OH, THE Homecoming court
was very excited about the upcoming events at last comment.
And Rod McKuen will be paid.
(Fortunately someone has had
the foresight to invite the entire

community as the concert won't
be a total disaster). The team
put forth a real effort at the
game Thursday night for those
who attended, and specifically
for those who did not go.
But, once was a time when the
toll was answered in a different way,
Perhaps more enthusiastically
one might say.
Maybe a little louder the bell
then sang,
And instead of being "rumored" the bell really rang.
A Spectator article dated
Thursday, Jan. 29, 1959, traces
the developing story of an unidentified S.U. coed as she becomes involved in what Homecoming used to be. "A Court
Princess' Memoirs" begins on
Oct. 16, 1958 when Miss Unidentified Coed hears that the dates
for Homecoming have been announced: "Sounds like fun!"
November 8 she hears that the
theme has been decided: "Ever"
green Reign— lt's a neat theme!
diary
her
dictates. Then:
Nov. 13— "Guess what, Diary?
Iwas nominated for the Homecoming Court. Icouldn't believe
it!"
Dec. 2—.
"These are all such
wonderful experiences. Tonight
all 20 of us were presented dur-

..

ing intermission of the Seattle cipationnot onlyinHomecoming
U. vs. the College of the Pacific but in other events, have been
game."
ringing none too clearly for sevJan.29—.
The Coronation Ball eral years, perhaps it is time the
perennial pastime be altered to
Ican hardly wait!"
include just alumni, or to emphaGRANTED THAT is only one size those realities that we stucase and the girl's excitement is dents of S.U. want emphasized
whatever that may be.
a bit overwhelming to more
modern sophisticated tastes.
WHAT IS the Homecoming reAnd, after all, she was on the
.But something about sponse on campus this year, toCourt
her genuine enthusiasm over the day? What is your reaction?
selection of the theme for the Either no one is very excited
events tends to imply that per- about the "Waves of Reflection"
haps the excitement extended or they just aren't telling.
beyond one girl's diary
Those waves might well be
after
all, dear reader, "Evergreen sound waves from that longaquiver Homecoming bell. Oh,
Reign?"
As early as 1963 when the progress has replaced the bell
Homecoming theme was "Old all right. A siren or an alarm
Seattle" the stifling of those system could better be heard
Homecomingbells can be traced. but the question is, would we
That year the calendar included listen even then? It's not the
a variety show with both pro- sound then, that has diminished,
fessional and campus entertain- for the bell can ring just as loud
ment along with the fish swal- as ever, but are we ringingit as
lowing, etc. The Jan. 30, 1963 before, with the same force and
Are we tired of dragSpectator speaks of this enter- ferver
ging out tradition and ringing
tainment event:
"Variety '63 points up a reap- our old patched Homecoming
pearing defect in this as well bell?
HOMEcominggg-g-g-g-g
as other student performances
on campus a lack of preparaThat bell dances out its last
tion on the part of individuals reverberations because no one
is pulling its chain
and production in general."
If indeed those Homecoming
And these ears aren't deaf,
bells, those bells of active parti- only indifferent.

—
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Poet Sees: Dog,People, Seattle Queen Suzanne Begins
Reign of Reflection
The following poem was written severalyears ago by Rod McKuen, S.U.s 1969 Homecoming
entertainer.Rod was then a typical Gl with a weekend pass to

By ROBIN TALBOT

Poised, pert and blonde, Suz-

Seattle. The attitudes and the
loneliness he expresses are representative of McKuen's romantic
poetry, particularly that to be
found in his volume, Stanyan
Street and Other Sorrows.

anne Champoux began her reign
as S.U.s Homecoming queen for
1969 when she was crowned last
night during halftime activities
at the Seattle Center Coliseum.
The 21year-oldnursing student

DOG PEOPLE, SEATTLE
rain
and the middle of the
month
brings them all out

hailing from Yakima, Washington is not inexperiencedinhomecoming court procedure, as who
was a princess inher Sophomore
year.
BESIDES working on the Obstetrics Ward at Northwest Hospital for 12 to 16 hours a week
and carrying11 class hours, Suzanne finds time for an array
of other activities that would
make the average student tired
just to read about.
Suzanne says she especially
likes sports, especially skiing
and tennis. "Although, I'm not
very good at tennis", she adds,
in her typically straightforward

.. .

The line assembly men
who rivet at Boeing
and keep their secret well
the sad-eyed beautiful ones

who stay at home all week
reading Eliot and Keats
even the depravedold ones
perennial.
The girls with colored glasses

...

for eyes.

Me

a soldier on weekend pass
neither strong of muscle or of
will

manner.

neither young to behere
nor old to stay away.

Reading, writing and playing
the piano are indoor favorites,
along with sewing nearly half

Undiscovered and alone
hello.
till someone says
Rod McKuen

...

of her own wardrobe!

The Spectator
Collge
Flnl Award,

Journalitm, 1965—

—
1965-66 A.iociat.d Coll.g.olt Preit

"All American Award, Second

Resolution on ROTC Residence Relayed,Reflected Upon
(This is the second column by

Daniel J. Evered, this quarter's
SPECTATOR columnist.Evered is
a senior, journalism major. Comments and criticisms are invited.)
Resolutions are easy to write,
but not much good unless people
get to work on them.
While that statement is easy
to write, it is difficult to cause
too much of a stampede with.
The ASSU's annual Leadership
Conference of January 10 and 11
is all over with, except for the

crying. While in past years there
have been many fine resolutions
and thoughts, Ithink that it
could be safely said that this
year's conference created more
puzzlement about the future of
an Associated Students organization than in past years.
THERE WERE a considerable
number of resolutions presented,
28 in number, ranging from
abolishing the core critique and
mandatory class attendance to

ever, were in part challenged by
the just criticism that marching
and inspection are certainly not

on the same academic order as
studying St. Thomas or how to
teach third graders, or the history of the Greeks.

Both sides of the argument

BLOW YOURSELF UP

j

ITO

getting ridof the present system
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11
of class officers. All well and
to
nitty
good. Theseare the type of
gritty things that keep the good
guys busy doing their committee work and the bored students
coughing over coffee.
DANCING
FIRESIDE CHATS
A small group of dissidents,
commonly called SIL members,
REMEMBER OUR POST-GAME
under the direction of Mike Urban, proved to those of us in the
establishment that maybe they
CELLARBRATION HAPPY HOUR MONDAY
do have something to say. Their
basic idea has merit:
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""■t
"Be it resolved that the ROTC
be moved to an off-campus location and completely disassoWESTERN TEST RANGE
ciated financially and socially
Vandenberg A.F.B. California
from the University community. Should this solution prove
WORLD'S BUSIEST MISSILE & SPACE CENTER
to be impossible to implement
ALL PHASES OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY
in the practical order, there
remains no alternative but to
Research
Missile Tests
disband the ROTC."
Development
Space
Exploration
had
This resolution
seven votes

KT^TTNV eJI IjPPS

*

*

POSTER SIZE HHU
I

Get your own Photo potter. Send any Black and White or
Color Photo. Alto any newspaper or magazine photo.
PERFECT POP ART
A $25.00 Volue for
sturdy

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""a**

For The 18th Year
Joe & Dave Have
Welcomed Back S.U. Grads

S«m«it«r

—

could go back and forth for
hours with neither giving any but of a clash between what is
right, and what is not.
concession to the other.
WHAT SEEMS to me to be the
If this question, and ones like
real contributiton of this resolu- it, have no meaning to the readtion is that someone on the S.U. ers of this paper, and if they
campus is actually concerned have never considered them,
about the future of any military then I
think it's toobad.
establishment on a Catholic uniConstructive comment on this
versity campus; a private uni- issue , from all sides, is welversity at that.
come.

j

SUZANNE CHAMPOUX
was a memberof S.U.s Fashion
Board and this year she is a
member of Silver Scroll.

AFTER graduating, Suzanne
plans to work in a hospital first
in order to, "broaden practical
"All Armrican" Award, rinl Semester
experiencein nursing".And then
1967-68— Associated Collegiate Prati
"Publication of Dlillnctlon" Award,
she will work for a specialist in
They seem to be asking if the
1964-65 Catholic School Press A»ociation
Wednesdays
and
his
office. Finally,although, "it's
Fridays
during
Published
presented
by
military
concepts
a
the school year except on holidays and durlong way off," Suzanne hopes
a
organization,no matter whether ing
by
University.
Seattle
examinations
Edited to get
Seattle University students with editorial
her Masters Degree so she
it is aggressive or protective, by
and business offices at 85 Tenth Aye., Seattle.
will
be
able to teach nursing.
place
has any
on the Seattle Uni- Wash. 98122. Second-class postage paid at
Asked what she liked to do
Seattle, Wash. Subscription: $4 a year; close
versity campus. I
think it's a fair relatives,
alumni, S3; Canada, Mexico, $4.50;
question; not one of patriotism other foreign, $6; airmail in United States, $7. most, she responded, "I like
people and being with them."
Kerry Webster
Editor:
(whatversus un-Americanism
ever either term means in toto)
Sigma D.lta Chi

By DANIEL J. EVERED

DURING sunny summers in
Yakima she has lifeguarded and
taught swimming to children at
a privatepool. And last summer
she travelled through Europe
with her sister and a friend.
Suzanne's school activities
have included: serving as treasurer of Spurs in her sophomore
year and working on the Student
to Student and High School Affiliations committee. Last year she

'
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"for," 37 "against" and six people said that they didn't feel
that they were either for or
against— they abstained for want
of further analysis and clarification.
THE QUESTIONof ROTCunits
on American campusesis in some
ways a useless question to debate. Ithink it does, however,

offer some intellectual stimula-

tion.
When this particular resolution
was submitted, it was immediately pouncedupon by the ROTC
cadets present. And rightly so,
for they are receiving valuable
career training that will aid
them in their futures.

Their future occupations, how-

..

—
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1949: Al Brightman and "Big Time Basketball
come to S.U."
1950: Chiefs over Pacific Lutheran in Homecoming game, 53-50.
1951: Chiefs over Central Washington in Homecoming game, 69-57.
1952: Chiefs over New York University 102-101
in Madison Square Garden.
Johnny O'Brien rcores over 1,000 points to
lead the nation.
Johnny O'Brien leads Chiefs past Harlem
Globetrotters, 84-81, at Hec Edmundsoi
Pavillion before 12,500 fans.
1953: Chiefs trip University of San Francisco,
87-86. J. O'Brien scores 31.
1954: Chieftains build 26-game win-streak the
longest in the history of the rchool.
1955: S.U. defeats Loyola, 71-58.
1958: Lose Homecoming game to St. Francis
(Perm.) 95-88.
1957: Elgin "The Rabbit" Baylor arrives, All-

—

American.

S.U. places seventh in NCAA polls.
NIT Bid accepted. "From Broadway and
Madison to Broadway and Madison Square

OF
REFLECTION
WAVES

finals. Baylor jabbed in ribs by Boozer,
made him les.; effective the next night
against the Wily-Cats.
Chiefs lose to Kentucky. Baylor named
MVP.
1959: Chiefs crush USF 80-72. Charlie Brown
makes Second-team AU-American.
1960: Chiefs defeat St. Mary's Gaels 85-67, for
Homecoming game.
Gaels playing without Ail-American Tom
Meschery who was injured with a broken
jaw.
Lose to Bradley under attack of 66" opomore Chet Walker.
Dave Mills starts center for Chiefs. Dave
played for Hancock JC in Santa Maria,

California.

Don "Ox" Ogorek picked for Olympic tryouts.
Eddie Miles, the "Arkansas Traveler" sets
new scoring record when he hits the 682point mark.

per game average.
1953: Baylor :
cores 60 points against Portland

1931: Chiefs defeat Partland U.. 66-60.
Eddie Miles relected UPI All-Pacific Coast
Team.
Dave Mills selected for third team.
Chiefs get NCAA bid, lose to Arizona State
in regionals.
Dave Mills drafted by ABA team in Hono-

Chiefs get NCAA Bid, finish in secondpace,
losing to Adolph Rupp's Wildcats from Kentucky.
Defeated Wyoming in regionals.
Defeated Tex Winter's top-ranked Kansas
State team, featuring Bob Boozer in semi-

1962: NCAA bid, lose to OSU and Mcl Counts
in regionals.
Fight breaks out at annual S.U.-U.W. frosh
game at Seattle Civic Auditorium. Papcs
blast S.U fans who got into fight, but Pups
started it.

.. ."
Baylor ends college season with 29.7 points
Garden

Pilots.

lulu.

Waverly Davis seriously burned in fire ac-

cident.

1933: NCAA bid, lose to OSU, Mcl Counts in

regionals.
Cazetta resigns over dispute in "policy

differences".
Clair Markey hired as coach.
John Trenvant rets rebound record of 40.
Miles makes Ail-American.
1964: 6'B" Teo Cruz from Puerto Rico eligible
to play for Chiefs, but sits season out.
Papooses set 19-0 record.
NCAA bid, beat OSU in regionals, lose to

UCLA.

1965: Chiefs defeatIdaho in Homecoming game,

89-72.

Charlie Williams and Peller Phillips (also
L. J. Wheeler) arrested on charges of not
reporting an attempted bribery to fix the
Homecoming game. Suspended from school.
NCAA bid goes to Notre Dame with 15-11
record instead of Chiefs with 19-8 record.
Coach Bob Boyd refers to Nevada team as
"bush", Nevada revers relations with S.U.
1966: Chiefs lose to Texa -Western, who won
their 12th straight game.
Chiefs defeat Texas- Western— the only team
in th2nation to do so. Texas Western goes
on to win NCAA Tourney.
1967: Chiefs accept NCAA Tourney bid, lose to
Texas-Western in regionals.
1968: Chief come alive in last half of season to
salvage 15-14 winning record for year.
Tom Little ranked fourth leading sophomore scorer in nation.
Papooses roll to 20 and 1 record.
r

Great Moments In Chieftain Sports
EDDIE O'BRIEN

Baylor's 60

TOM WORKMAN

(S.U. Athletic Director; former Chieftain basketball and
On the night of January 30, (Baltimore Bullet forward; former Chieftain star 1962_
baseball star in early '50's; member of Athletic Depart- 1958, a band of Chieftains from 1966.)
S.U. pulled the biggest robbery
ment 1958.)
My varsity career at Seattle
since the great Brink holdup.
The Homecoming events al- handed. Wayne Sanford did a
It took place in Seattle's Civic University had its low points as
ways remindyou of the good old great job on the backboards ani Auditorium, and, even though it well as its high points. You aldays, and Iam happy to recall we led at half by ten points.
was seen by 3,200 witnesses, not ways remember the good things
THE TROTTERS, a great out- a single one pressed charges, over the bad.
some of the athletic contests
Perhaps my fondest memory
during my college days.
side shooting team, tied it early except maybe a few P.U. Pilots.
In basketball, the two high in the second half, but we reWe were fortunate enough to and the greatest thrill of mycollights for me were our Olympic gained the lead. John O'Brien hear the details of the "big lege career occured during my
games, fund game with the Har- hit a foul shot with two seconds swipe" from a well-known in- junior campaign when S.U. defeated previously unbeaten Texlem Globetrotters, and our East- to go to ice the game 84-81. An former, "Lippy the Lip."
"The big clock read seven as Western in the final regular
ern swing during our senior year. upset comparable to the Jets
minutes to go, see, and these season game for both teams.
ON FRIDAY afternoon, Coach over the Colts.
TEXAS WESTERN went on to
Al Brightman, informed us we
I mentioned our Eastern guys from Portland had a 19win the NCAA title, losing only
were to play the famed Globe- swing during my senior year. point lead, see, and then
trotters the following Monday at This was a memorable event be- may Iplease have a glass of to S.U. that year. We had 13,500
and then this bunch loyal,screaming fans to support
the University of Washington Pa- cause of the fine teams we de- water?
vilion. With one day of practice feated on the trip: Oregon, New of Redskins from S.U. began us along to victory. Iknow that
York University, St. Josephs of swiping the ball and passing to I will never forget this game
we approached the game.
A full house of 12,000 was on Philadelphia, and Boston Col- some big guy
Elmer Bush- as it will always remain as one
of the high points of my college
hand for what seemed to be lege.
TO ME it was a personalhighcareer.
another Trotter victory. HowSincerely.
ever, we felt we could make a light because Iwas fans in MaA Loyal Chief
game of it, if we could do the before my hometown fans in MaTom Workman
job on the boards.
dison SquareGarden. Before 14,WE KNEW the Trotters played 500 Ihad my personal collegiate
straight man on man and there- game high of 33 points and we
fore no one could stop us from defeated NYU 102-101.
scoring, especially our Ail-AmerThese are just a couple of the
(Publicity Director. Seattle Pilots; former Publicity
ican center Johnny O'Brien.
many fond athletic memories I
The first four times John go have had as a Chieftain.
Director. S.U.)
the ball he scored, on two righ'
Eddie O'Brien
Elmer Bushley
Within the brief space of two but their reach for the stars fell
AthleticDirector, SU ley,
handed hooks, and two left
weeks, Seattle University short as Baylor, suffering from a
Ithink the name was
who calmly stuffed i' in a ring achieved near-perfectionin bas- rib injury and foul trouble, and
about ten feet off the floor.
ketball and what must rank as the other starting five Brown,
"This happened again and the high point in its athletic his- Don Ogorek, Jerry Frizzell and
(Dean of Students; traveled with Chieftain basketball again, and the next time Ihad tory. It was March of 1958 and Jim Harney couldn't withstand
the noive to look at the clock, with years of tournament frus- a late charge from the Kentucky
team for last ten years.)
the score read 94-91 in favor of tration behind them the Chief- five.
Western showdown. It went like them Indians. The next thing I tains steamedintoSan Francisco
This has to be it!
knew, Iwas pushed and carried for the NCAA regional playoffs.
Go back 11 years to March 14, this:
The Spectator asked several
We are down by two with 10 down to the floor by this big
Seattle had alreadydisposedof
1958. The place— the Cow Palpeople who have been associace, San Francisco, and 16,500 seconds left, 58-60. (I got the crowd of people, and then Idid Wyoming in a pre-regional conbeads out.) S.U. secures poses- something I never regret; I test, and now faced tow of the
ated with Chieftain sports to
fans.
rhook hands with dat big guy West's best teams the Univerrecall for us all some "Great
The occasion the basketball sion Iforgot how.
Elmer Bushley, Ithink the sity of San Francisco and
Sweet Charlie Brown, an S.U.
Moments in Chieftain Sports."
semi-finals of the Western Re(should they beat the Dons) the
gionals. Cal handledIdaho State great, brings the ball up. Baylor name was
We are grateful to those who
"They told me later that he University of California. It
is bound by two hugging bears.
in the first game.
took the time to pound out the
paragraphs printed on this
In the second, S.U. goes Charlie maneuvers into the left got away with 60 points, Man, seemd like an impossible task,
page, andhope that the reflecagainst USF, nationally ranked of the key, springs up over his that must have been the biggest but Elgin Baylor tossed in a 40in history. I went back foot jump shot in the last second
tion of these past great moNo. 3 and the nation's leading man with a shot and the game haul
again the next night and, al- to propel the Chiefs past USF,
goes into overtime.
ments will point us toward
defensive unit.
Wow! Repeat in the overtime though it wasn't as brutal, those and then Sweet Charlie Brown
great moments in the future.
With 10 seconds to go in the
struggle, it is 67-67. S.U. grabs a the above, 10 seconds, score 62- Chiefs did it again. The big guy equaled the feat with another
defensive rebound. Elgin Baylor 62. Charlie does his thing again. got most of the gravy again, heart-stopper in overtime.
brings the ball agililery down The buzzer. Then two anticli- by grabbin' 43 points.
One week-end later, the Chief"Y'know, Ionce made a vow ta;ns came into Louisville, Ky.
court and on the move fires a mactic foul tosses by S.U.s Fran
to go straight, but after seem' for the national championship
Saunders.
40-foot howitzer.
Incidentally,
that S.U. mob in action, I'm playoffs and hardly anyone no6,000
on
fans
were
Swish! The buzzer!
hand at Sea-Tac to greet us. gonna tie in with 'em. Icould ticed the Cinderella crew from
That has to be a gold platter.
make a killin' forgin' autographs the Northwest. But, Johnny Casare memories! Amen.
Incidentally, the magnificent one Them
Elmer Bush- tellani's upstarts failed to read
(Ed. Note: In the Louisville of that big guy
got 35 points that March night.
Playoffs, S.U. demolished Kan- ley, Ithink the name was
." the newspapers and completely
tight!
Talk about up
sas State, the nation's No. 1
—S.U. Spectator
demoralizednumber oneKansas
The next night it was the team, but lost a heart-breaker to
February 10. 1968
State to reach the finals. They
Golden Bears and S.U. in the Kentucky.
By Chuck Schmutz tackled Kentucky the next night,
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Chiefs Shoot Down Weber

St., 100-62

centage was 54% from the floor
and 75% from theline.
Little led all scorers with 24
the Chiefs defeated
— the Weber State Wildcats 100 to 62. points, West added
22. Pierce
Everyone was on nobody could miss.
came up with 15 points. Harris
BIG BILL JONES got the first
had seven.
four points for theChiefs against Chiefs a 20-point lead. At halfGardner,Jones, Edwards, Tom
Sojourner. Weber's Gary Strong time the Chiefs led 48-26. West Giles who did a great job retied the game at seven-all. Jus- had 16 points at halftime and six placing Edwards
and Willie
tus Thigpen put the 'Cats ahead rebounds.
Blue each scored six.
When the second half started,
for the only time in the game,
WEST LED ALL rebounders
Sojourner was back in the game.
10-9.
14; Jones and Gardnereach
with
moving
again,
Tom Little scored two quick Weber started
had 11. An outstanding defensive
cutting
the Chieftain lead. Before
points to put the Chiefs ahead
was done on Sojourner. He
though, both he and Ed- job
got only one basket, six free
for good. Quickly, the Chiefs long,
wards
fouled
out
of
game.
the
built the lead to five points, on a
throws and five rebounds.
Then the fans started yelling,
longjump shot by Don Edwards.
want a hundred! We want
Weber closed the gap, but the "We
a hundred!" Everyone playing
pulled
by
Chiefs
ahead
seven
All the starters
The Papooses won their game
points on a one-handed lay-in by was a substitute.
standing 118-66, defeatingSt. Martin's JV.
well
received
earned
Lou West. This was when Soovations when theyleft the game. Mike Collins was the leading
journercame out of the game
WITHIN THE LAST two min- scorer with 22 points. Charles
to the delight of the fans.
utes, Jim Harris collected seven McDowell, Gary Ladd and Bradd
The Chiefs stole the ball, points to give the Chiefs an even Bever each added 19 for the
Pierce took it down court, drove 100 for the game. The bench Paps.
for the basket and laid it in. A went wild asHarris put inhis fiThe Papooses play Sheldon
foul was called on Dick Nielsen nal free toss.
Jackson JC, Sitka, Alaska, in
defendingPierce.
All 12 players played fantas- the S.U. gym tonight. The game

By KATHI SEDLAK
Playing their most outstanding game of the season,

—

Sam's free throw gave the

Paps Win 118-66

-

—

—

tically. The overall shooting per-

starts at 8 p.m.

Chiefs get Sojourner from all sides. Don Edwards prepares
—Spectator photo by Don Conrard
karate chop.

DEL

S

Collegiate Barber Shop
DROP IN
OR CALL FOR
APPOINTMENTS
EAst 2-9891

NORTHWEST MEDICAL CENTER
1001 BROADAY- SUITE 202

Lou West brings down one of 14 rebounds as 'Cats look for
—Spectator photo by Don Conrard
Chieftain fast break.
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you will have 2 years remaining next fall at a college
which offers Army ROTC training, you may qualify for
the Advanced ROTC course by taking a special sixweek period of training at summer camp this year.
Advantages include: Pay of $50 per month during
junior and senior years Pay, paid travel and privileges
at summer camp Leadership and management training for your future career Free flight instruction at
selected colleges
Commission as an Army officer
upon graduation.
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Three Replace O'Brien;
—
Fr.Cronin Interim Director — — —
" It Must Have Been Great
" It's Liable To Be Soon
That three men are
needed to replace him must
be flattering to Ed O'Brien.
Fr. Timothy F. Cronin,
S.J., has been named acting
athletic director by the Very
Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J., for
one year while Athletic Director
Ed O'Brien is on leave of absence to coach for the Seattle
Pilots.
Pat Hayes was appointed permanently to the position of athletic business manager. This job
includes the day-to-dayoperation
of the department of intercollegiate athletics.

services.

FATHER CRONIN is also

by BRIAN PARROTT

completinghis doctoral dissertation in education from the University of Michigan. Last April,
he was named a council fellow
in the Academic Administration
Intern Program.
Fr. Cronin was born in Spokane where he attended Gonzaga
Prep. He get his masters' degrees from the University of
Santa Clara and Alma College
in Los Gates, California.

808 JACOBS will take over
coaching duties for the varsity
baseball team. Jacobs is a former Pacific Coast League second

PAT HAVES has been the
athletic news director since 1965
at S.U. For 15 years he directed

Jacobs graduated from S.U.
in 1965. He was assistant baseball coach for O'Brien from 1960
to 1965. He played for the Sacramento Solons in the Coast
League for two years and spent
four other years playing pro

vision in Seattle.
Mr. Hayes has been a sportscaster covering network baseball and college football games.

baseman.

a bird's eye view

S.U.s Student Publications
Board and has served as assistant to the University president
and vice president for student

Let's do what the man says and ride in a few "waves
of reflection."
"From Broadway and Madison to Madison Square
Garden ."
."
"Chiefs Top UCLA in Regionals
"Seattle U. in NCAA Finals Against Kentucky."
"Bribe Scandal Rocks S.U. Campus
."
Those were the days when Seattle U. was receiving
national attention. Those were the days when anticipation for each basketball game ran a mile high. Those
were the days
But wait a minute. Let's reflect a little more.

..

..

..

...

sports at KIRO radio and tele-

Fr. Timothy Cronin, S.J.

LET'S TALK WITH A MAN who has been with
Seattle U. through it all, someone who has seen both
the great days and the not so great, Athletic Director
Last spring, he coached the S.U.
Ed O'Brien.
baseball team to a 5-0 record
Sir, Seattle U. has a great basketball past; Ailwhile O'Brien attended an NCAA
ball.
Americans,
meeting.
national rankings, winning traditions. We
Father Cronin is chairman of
Next month golf qualifications
begin and continue through know much about the past, what about the future?
March. The first round play will
"Our program is definitely on the move. Ithink its
be a blind draw made up of growing right along
with the university building prothreesomes if possible. Subse- gram itself.
"We Repair All Makes"
quent pairings will be made according to standings.
"We have a fine coaching staff.
The field will be cut to the
jfS^r^f S i;
MOTOR WORK
low nine players and ties at the
'WE HAVE A GOOD recruiting program with
I
UlfW^i V f # "1"■■■"■
l
end of 54 holes. All players are coaches (Jack) Shalow and (Bernie) Simpson being able
BRAKES
responsible for their own green
to interview and screen many of the prospects.
BODY and
fees until this cut.
FENDER REPAIR
"We have a great home schedule coming up next
THE COURSE, the starting year with Houston. Santa Clara and Washington, Ari~~^
times and pairings will soon be zona and Arizona State.
EA 4-6050 1130 Broadway
1 fTm =ii==^announced by Dr. Tom Page,
"When the new P.E. complex is completed and in
golf coach.
1969 USGA medal play rules operation we'll have a bit more to offer a prospective
will govern all play unless they student. The new library is another attractive feature
are superseded by local rules.
along with the new men's dorm.
All candidates must sign up for
Page
rounds
Dr.
with
qualifying
"LOOKING TOWARDS NEXT YEAR and that
in Pigott 561 before Wednesday,
schedule, we'll have almost everybody back and some
February 19th.
real talent coming up from the freshman team."
With teams like Houston, Santa Clara and Washington on our schedule, the Chiefs will have a real
at national recognition.
JAN. 24, FRI.: Papooses vs. chance
Hey! This reflection is kind of fun!
Sheldon Jackson JC, 8 p.m., S.U.
gym.
HOLD ON THOUGH. Reflect on this. Competition
JAN. 27, MON.: Chiefs vs.
UTEP, 8 p.m., Coliseum.
for new talent is getting tough: a tough schedule requires
Papooses vs. Shoreline CC, more diligent play; real success requires men of vision.
5:50 p.m., Coliseum.
So nuestion marks remain as they necessarily must,
JAN. 31, FRI.: Chiefs vs. Mon- and pach game will be approached with guarded optitana State, 8 p.m., Coliseum.
Owned & Operated By S. U. Alumni
Papooses vs. Seattle CC, 5:50 mism. But chances are things are on their way up for
Seattle T7. and its liable to make you proud.
p.m., Coliseum.

Qualifications
For Golfers

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

I>W 'JKZJI
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PRASAD'S
RESTAURANT

Sports Calendar

DISCOUNT PRICES TO
S.U. STUDENTS & FACULTY

WELCOMESS.U. STUDENTS
AND ALUMNI
BREAKFAST & LUNCH
CAFETERIA STYLE

* Daily Luncheon Specials
* Fast, Courteous Service
* Reasonable Prices
* Curried Dishes Our Specialty
Open 8:00 A.M. +o 4:00 P.M.
CORNER OF BROADWAY
& MADISON
(Northwest

{lucky inn!
I TAVERN |

INTRAMURALS
A PhiO
50
Smokey Joes
39
Hard Wood (APO), 18, Randy
Staudacher (APO) 10, Tom Couples (SJ) 14), Mitch Ritchie (SJ)

11.

A X Psi
29
Poi Pounders
34
Tim Fowler (AKP) 9, Glenn
Nojiri, (PP), 11.

i

1322 E. PIKE

|

j

HAPPY HOUR

j

S

2 p.m.-6 p.m. SATURDAY

S

I

2 p.m. -6 p.m. SUNDAY

Medical Center Building)

I.D. PLEASE

Party
Heretics

59
22
Tom Dunn (P) 14, Tom Hammand (P) 11.
Chambers
55
A X Psi
40
Ed Labissoniere (C) 14, Scott
McDonald (C) 9, Pat Layman
(C) 9, Al DeLeo (AKP) 12, Greg
Allwood, (AKP) 12.
Heretics
17
86
Smokey Joes
Vie Pineda (H) 5, Tom Couples (SJ), 18, Ron Ching (SJ),
20.
Trons
1
Poi Pounders
0
(Forfeit)
42
Cellar
28
Gazams
Ed Perry (C), 11, Mike Wheeler (C) 8, SteveMcCoid (G) 8.

I
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Homecoming vs. Texas- El Paso;
Speedy Miners S.U. Look- Alikes
The Miners are sporting a
new kind of team this year. Instead of featuring a big, rugged,
phy.r ical team, the boys from
Tex s-El Paso are small, quick
and iharp-shcoting.
The Miner center stands 64".
His name is Pies Vann, and he
leads the team in rebounding.

THE MINERS have run up a
12-5 record before coming to Seattle Monday. They have defeated New Mexico, Montana State
and Arizona State, among others. They ;lost to highly rated
New Mexico State by only two
points.

Nate Archibald has been rated

an even better ball player than
Bobby Joe Hill. Hill starred on
the Texas-Western NCAA Cham-

AT THE TWO forward spots
are 63" Andy White. Players
this size seem to have been pionship team.
made-to-order opponents for the
Archibald is supposed to be
Chieftains.
able to do anything Hill could do,
Guard duty goes to Nate Archi- and better. One El Paso newsbald and Walt Richards, both six paper went so far as to headline
feet tall. Archibald averages a story about Archibald with
about 23 points a game, and "Bobby Joe Who?"

SPORTS

ies between the Chieftains and
the Miners, 4 games to 3. In the
1965-66 season, each team won
their home game.

In the 1966-67 season, the
Chiefs defeated the Miners in
Seattle, but lost to them in El
Paso and in the NCAA regionals
in Fort Collins, Colorado.
LAST SEASON, the Chiefs won

in El Paso for the first time and
then beat the Miners in Seattle.

Each year Coach Don Haskins
plays in Seattle he getsmore upset. He really should learn to
hold his temper and tongue, or
he will add to his long list of
technical fouls here in Seattle.
For a Homecoming game, the
schedule-maker couldn't have
INTHE PAST, games against picked a more appropriate team
Texas-El Paso (or Texas-West- to play the Chieftains. Coliseum
ern) have been the most dis- attendance records have been set
cussed and eagerly anticipated in these games in the past.
contests of the season.
The game starts at 8 p.m.
S.U. holds the edge in the ser- Monday night, January 27.

Shrimp Makes Good
(On Sunday, January 26, there

will be a practice crew turnout
at the LWRC Crew House at 9
a.m. Anyone interested in joining

crew, please call Campion 730.)
By GEORGE B. MONOSTORY
How would you like to be a
tiny 120 lb. physical "weakling"
and be in charge of eight big
180 to 220 lb. men?
Well, that's the precise situaton Tony (Sandbar) Wong, a
sophomore who hails from Ha-

Pacific Lutheran University

Crew, andthe University of Vic-

toria Crew.

A COXSWAIN, for the information of all you landlubbers,is the
captain and navigator of his
shell.He might be a 120 lb. physical "weakling," but mentally he
must be keen and shrewd as a
shark. He must know how to set
the pace during a race and how
to get the optimum performance
out of the eight rowers under his
charge in such a manner that it
is his racing shell that streaks
across the finish line first at the
end of a 2,000 meter race.
Becoming a good coxswain is
not an easy job. Last fall Tony
had his men row over 300 practice miles.
This coming spring season
Tony and his men are again go-

waii, finds himself every time he
coxswains the Seattle University
Switzer 17 to lead the team.
heavyweight eight-man shell.
With their good speed and exLast fall, Tony, under the diceptional shooting, the Miners
rection
of veteran coxswain
are supposed to be abetter team
Dick (The Saint) Bossi, learned
this year than last year. Of
how to become a master of his
course, the same can be said
art. He was one of the three
for the Chieftains.
coxswains who helped pilot the
S.U. crew to a second place fi- ing to be knifing through the
nish on Nov. 17, in the Green water for S.U. If you think that
Lake Invitational Regatta which you are capable of pulling your
was held here in Seattle.
own weightand of taking a beatCERTAINLY CHARLES'
In that regatta the waterborne ing from Tony, feel free to try
feels that McDowell's biggest
By MARE HOUSER
contribution to the success of the teammates feel the same way Chiefs rowed against such estab- out for the crew. For tryout apCharles McDowell, who con- frosh team is his great ability about him, because of his con- lished teams as the University pointments and information call
sistently comes through with a to play defense.
is very sistent one hundered percent ef- of British Columbia Crew, the Campion 730.
fine performance in the clutch, important on the "He
pressing de- fort on and off the court. It is
hasbeen akey asset to the excit- fence, because he can anticipate this quality, explained Shalow
ing and speedy freshman bas- the passes and pick them off which is "the reason why
ketball team.
from the opposing guards. He is Charles has improved in every
The fourth leading scorer in just great on a man-on-man field."
the Papoose starting lineup, he defense."
The future is an important
is averaging almost 15 points
How does Charles feel about word in the life of Charles Mcper game and getting anywhere his freshman teamates? "You Dowell. He hopes to make the
from 10 to 12 rebounds a night. can't find a better bunch of guys starting lineup on next year's
CHARLES' NATURAL instinct anywhere.Iwouldn't trade them varsity and feels that he can acfor the basketballis compliment- for anybody; it's like I have complish his goal if he "plays
up to his potential."
ed by his consistent play and known them all my life."
Across from Chieftain
superb effort. "He comes
through when you need him

Paps Hi-Speed Clutch-Charles

Welcome Home Alumni

DEANE SIMPSON'S
RICHFIELD SERVICE

most,"

stated Coach Shalow,

good/year

who then interjected an explanation for his statement. "In the
St. Martin's game he scored
17 of his 22 points in the second

TIRES

half."

At halftime the little Chiefs
had led only by a few points,
but McDowell's second half scoring consistency broke the game

"Front End and Alignment"

# Motor Tune Up
# Electrical, Light Repairs
# Exhaust and Brake Repairs
# Batteries

wide open.

admits that the 18freshman's play has
surprised him, but only from the
standpoint of his natural instinct
for the ball. He knows where to
be at the right time and gets
good positioning around the

sar-old
«Schal
ow

Watch for
SPECIAL RECORD OFFER

basket."

ALTHOUGH THE 62" 195
pounder Arkansas native plays
in a forward spot on the frosh
team, "guard is his position," as
Coach Schalow expressed. It is
a positionhe has had experience
at since he was 10 years old.
When Charles' family, two
brothers and two sisters, moved
to Richcrest, California, he entered a local playground league
comparable to Seattle's CYO
teams. Charles and his teammates, Lenzy Stuart among
them, captured the city district
championship.
Entering high school, he secured a starting guard position
and paced his team to three successive leaguechampionships. In
his senior year, Charles and his
fellow players finished second
in the city championships.
COACH SCHALOW presently

Charles McDowell

the

j
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New S.U. Bartenders

& Post-Game
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row-Wow Monday 27+n

—Steve Nejasmich
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Boycott:

Sweet Sioux

Political Union Backs Strike

The boycott of California table
grapes has been endorsed by
two S.U. organizations, the Political Union and the Young Democrats.
Political Union endorseent came last Wednesday, Jim
Dwyer, S.U. Young Democrats
president, said, by a 3 to 1 vote.

kThe

DWYER, who also announced

his group's support, said that

S.U. Young Republicans, Dwyer
said.

Union president, and Fr. Patrick
J. Kenny, S.J., director of student activities, voted for the endorsement
The "no" vote came from Mcl
Questad, acting president of the

THE FARM workers in California have been on strike for
almost four years.
The struggle for collective
bargaining recognition of the
United Farm Workers Organiz-

he, Sharon Green, Political

Fuel Oil Shortage Will Not Affect
University, Plant Manager Says
S.U. will not be affected by
a local fuel shortage caused by
a nation-wide oil refinery strike,
Joe Gardner, assistant plant
yesterday.
manager,said
*
Only four S.U. buildings are
heated by oil; Xavier Hall, the
maintenance shops, the gym, and
Teatro Inigo. There is enough
fuel in the tanks serving these
buildings to heat them for a
great length of time, Gardner
said, and the wholesale supplier
of S.U.s oil is not one of those
"

directly affected by the strike.
The University's main buildings are heated by direct line
from Seattle Steam, Inc. The
company informed the plant
management office that service
will becontinuous throughout the
strike. Seattle Steam plants can

Page Nine

ing Ccmmittee, AFL-CIO, to represent the farm workers has
been led by Cesar Chavez.
The United Farm Workers are
seeking not only recognition,but
unemployment insurance, health
and welfare benefits, improved
working and living conditions,
and, most important, a living
wage.

THE nationwide boycott of
California table grapes in support of the farm workers has
operate on either oil or natural enlisted
the support of many ingas.
and groups, including
dividuals
The engineering building and church and labor organizations
the student union building are in Seattle.
POMPOMS: Officers of S.U.Pom Pom Drill Team, which
both heated by natural gas,
Support
boycott
of
the
in
Sewill soon merge with a women's pep club into The Sioux,
which will be unaffected.
attle has convinced a number of pose before the A. A. Lemieux Library. Top
row are
food stores here to stop selling
Carolyn Sullivan, captain; Ann Jefferson, drill instructor;
California table grapes.
and Sue Krell, first Lt. Bottom row are Mary Horan, first
(March 22-29)
Lt;
organizaJan Wyman, second Lt. and Debbie Campbell, secVARIOUS student
tions at the University of Wash- ond Lt.
ington have urged that table
grapes should not be served in
the HUB.
The Young Republicans at the
University of Washington have
contended that the question of
to eat or not eat grapes is a
matter of individual choice.
The Rev. James E. Royce, Religion." Six psychology exThe campus chapter of the S.J.,
speaking on "The Dynam- perts from the Seattle area will
American Civil Liberties Union
Man," will initiate a new give a scientific treatment of the
ics
of
W,
at the U of
according to the
of religionin human experistudent newspaper, feels the CAP lecture series Wednesday role
question of whether grapes night. The talk will begin at 7: 30 ence.
Fr. Royce is Assistant Dean
should or should not be served
Barman, Rm. 102.
in the HUB should be resolved at
of the College of Arts and SciThe lecture will be the first of ences and recently completedhis
via a general student referendum.
six on the topic "Psychology of latest book, "Man and Meaning." He will be followed in the
INCLUDES:
lecture series by Dr. James T.
Reilly, who will speak about
—5 DAYS OF SKIING— 4 AREAS
Freud and Jung February 5.

During Spring Break

SKI BANFF
in the

CAP Lecture Series
Deals With Religion

CANADIAN ROCKIES
—5 NIGHTS LODGING
—2 MEALS EACH DAY
1

—TRANSPORTATION INCLUDED

ALL FOR $97—

$10 Deposit By FEB. 3

MAIL $10 TO
S.U. SKI CLUB

for further info:

BOX 7
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY

JIM MERLINO— EM 3-0081
DON STEVENS— EA 3-4688

WELCOME BACK

ALUMNI
The Seattle University
Political Union
SHARON GREEN— PRES.

DR.MENSELL Rattison of the
U.W. will appear at S.U. February 12. His contribution to the
series is entitled "Scientific
Studies of Religious Behavior"
and will be adapted from his
book, "Clinical Psychiatry and

Religion."
Following Dr. Pattison will be
Dr. Hayden Mees of S.U.s psychology department. His February 19 lecture will treat "The
Crisis in Psychiatry and Religion." Another speaker from
S.U. will be Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz, whose Feb. 26 offering is
entitled "Questions ICan't Answer."
The series will conclude March
5 with a presentationby the Rev.
James W. King, S.J. Fr. King's
lecture will be concerned with
"Religion in the Make-up of
Modern Man."

CAP PRESIDENT Bob Ches-

terfield reported that he was
"very pleased with the caliber
of speakers. This should be one
of the best series that CAP has
ever offered to the student
body."
This Wednesday's talk, which
is open to students and the general public, will last 60 to 90
minutes. Fr. Royce will first lecture, then finish with a long
question-answer session.

WPCT Test
Here Again
All freshmen without twelve

(12) or more college credits on
entrance at Seattle University
are required to take the WASHINGTON PRE-COLLEGE TEST.
There will be a test for those
who have not taken it on February 8, 1969 at 8:30 a.m. inPigott
504. There is a fee of $7 to be
paid at the door. To sign up for
the test, please contact the Counseling and Testing Center Pigott 502."
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More Park-by-Permit
Parking Stalls Added

Short of two-thirds:

Friday, January 24, 1969

Veto Override Fails in Senate

By THERESA McBRIDE
A special senate meeting was
called Wednesday to reconsider
a bill passed by the senate and
vetoed by ASSU president Larry
Inman.
The motion to reconsider the
legislation failed to receive the
necessary two-thirds majority
vote andthe bill remains vetoed.
The bill,proposed by Senators
John Graves and Doug Me-

Knight, would have required dramatized president Inman's
prior senate approval for the reasons for the veto by presentsigning of all entertainmentcon- ing a hypothetical case to the
tracts of $250 or more by the Senate. Robinson challenged the
ASSU Special Events Coordina- senators to recognizethe responsibility they would be undertaktor.
This requirement would also ing in attempting to regulate
apply to any chartered organiza- such fiscal matters.
A resolution instructing the
tion if the amount contracted exceeded the total balance in that ASSU president to seek approval
club's account.
from the Academic Council for a
TREASURER Tom Robinson policy of unlimited class cuts
was alsoon the agenda.The res-

Inter-Dorm Council Expected
To Discipline Dorm Raiders

Disciplinary action will be taken
against students involved in
Monday night's raids on Marycrest and Bellarmine halls, Fr.
Robert Rebhahn, S.J., Dean of
Students, said yesterday, but it
is expected to be initiated by
students themselves.
The Inter-Dorm Council will
MORE PARKING: Bryce McWalter, a member of the meet next Wednesday night to
ASSU Student-Plant Manager Committee, luxuriates in consider the matter. The counone of 17 extra controlled-parking spaces provided this cil, however, is in the midst of
week at the north side of the bookstore building. The changeover of administrations
committee has been working with plant management and has no functioning judicial

board.
There is a possibility,Fr. Rebhahn said, that the council may
Street had been heldup because appoint an ad hoc committee to
S.U. was not the sole owner of investigate the incident while the
property on the block. The city judicial board is being constiruled recently, however, that tuted.
closure would be permitted if
"If the council does not take
the University supplied parking some action in this matter, we
spaces for the one remainingpri- will have to go about it some
vate resident.
other way," he said.

olution cited the result of last
year's student initiative which
voiced overwhelmingapprovalof
such a policy. The resolution was

passed by the senate unanimously.

The late-evening raids during
A FINANCIAL request of $300
a snowfall Monday resulted in by "Fragments" editor Jo Crawdamage to both halls and the ford also received senate apinjury of one male student, proval. The money will be used
freshman Warren Mau, who fell to publish a winter quarter edi15 feet from a ledge at Mary- tion of the campus literary

crest.
magazine.
Mau continues to be listed in
At the next meeting the senate
good condition at Providence will consider a request for $400
hospital, and X-rays taken Tues- from the Crew Association and
day night showed no serious in- a request for approval of an external injuries. He is being kept periment in dance promotion to
at the hospital for observation of spur flagging student interest in
a laceration over his left eye.
club-sponsored dances.

to secure more student parking facilities.
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Seventeen new student parking
spaces have been added to S.U.s
facilities, the result of official
closure of East Marion Street
west of 12th Avenue. The new
stalls, flanking the Bookstore
building, are of the "back-in"
type.

The S.U. Plant Management
department and the ASSU's Student-P1a ntn t Management Committee worked together on the
project.
Use of the stalls will be restricked to cars with student
parking permits, a Plant spokesman said. Bryce McWalter, a
freshman senator whois a member of the student committee,
said he was attempting to convince the city that space-saving
back-in type parking should be
instituted on Columbia and 13th
streets as well.
The snag is that approval of
every resident of the streets
must be given, McWalter said.
The committee is now considering ways to secure the needed
approval.
The closure of East Marion
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All releases, Smoke Signals
etc. for Friday's issue should
be turned in by Wednesday.
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HAPPY HOUR
7 to 10 MONDAY
8 to 10 FRIDAY

UNCONDITIONAL
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
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"
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1111 E. PIKE

75c PITCHERS
40c FLIPS
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Men's Women's Gym Uniforms

Men's Underwear & Socks
Ladies' Nylon Hosiery
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On Campus

Kitty-Corner from the Pigott Building

One-Half Block North of Bellarmlne Hall
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Campus News Notes
Sing-Out Tryouts

Tryouts for the sixth annual
S.U.— Gonzaga U. Folk Festival
will be Feb. 15 from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium.
Those interested in trying-out
should contact Dave Nollette,
LA-2-0534 or Jeff Burgess, ext.
344, before Feb. 15.

Shell Shells Out

A contribution of $1500 from the
Shell Companies Foundation,
Inc. will be administered by the
office of the Academic VicePresident into three grants of
$500 to faculty members applying for personal scholarly development assistance.
This is the twelfth time the
University has been designated
to participated in the Shell Arsists Program.

Phi program on Feb. 21.
The program will include observation of a job in an area
designated by the student. A
dinner and program will follow
featuringcapsule talks by executives in the communications
field.
Applications are available in
the office of the Journalism
Chairman on the first floor of
theSpectator-Aegis building.The
cost is $7.

Anti-Missiles
A discussion-forum on the AntiBallistic Missile system will be
held tonight at 8 p.m. in Pigott

Auditorium.
The program, titled "A.B.M.
—Not Where, But Why?", is an

outgrowth of opposition to the
A.B.M. system which exploded

locally when plans to make Fort
Lawton a missile site aroused
protest.

High School Affiliates

The High School Affiliations
Committee has announced that
there are five openings on the
committee for new members.
The committee's purpose is to
speak to high school students in
Western Washington on the
values and benefits of higher education, especiallyhigher Catholic education.
Interested students should
sign up to be interviewed any
weekday through Jan. 31 in
Pigott 354. Further information
can be obtained by calling Jim
Lynch, Leon Mahoney or Mike
Barcott at ext. 509 or the Admissions office in Pigott 253.

CLASSIFIED
For Rent

Miscellaneous

CLEAN, quiet, completely furnished
housekeeping. Rooms, $16 weekly.

MALE Roommate needed: New Apt.
overlooking Lake Union. Share
with three others. EA 9-5677 evenings.

524 Broadway, EA 2-9655.

NEW, unfurnished,

one

bedroom.

Lost and Found

Near freeway. CH 6-4070.

HOUSEKEEPING Room for Young
man, privileges

Included, walking

LOST: I laced ski boot.Contact WE
5-2493.

distance from S.U. Evenings, EA 26493.

-

HOUSEKEEPING Room. $25 per Mo.
171S 15th Aye. EA 2-0778.

Miscellaneous
MARCIEL for the finest in wedding
and portrait photography. LA 32403.

RIDE available from Renton to S.U.
AL 5-6011.

A series on "Dutch Catechism" study will be offered
by the University Chaplains
each Tuesday at 7 p.m., beginning Jan. 28, in the conference roomon the second floor
of the Chieftain.
The series will consist of
"presentation, evaluation, indepth sharing and action."

Journalism Jobs

Coeds majoring in journalism
willbe offered a chance to "preview your job in communications" through the Theta Sigma

I SJltOtt S/CH4IS |
Today
Activities

U

SIL: Jim Forest of Milwaukee
14 will speak in the library auditorium at 10 a.m.

cc's/n

It

ZZ~*

Monday
Activities
Ski Club: S.U. Ski School. Buses
will leave Bellarmine at 7:15 a.m.
and will be back in time for the
S.U.-UTEP basketball game.

Sunday
Meetings
8.5.U.: meeting 3 p.m. in li-

brary.
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Some decisions are relatively unimportant.
Where you put your engineering
talent to work is not.

laugh at
thefosss

urrfumy
jotes?

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-openopportunities for professional growth
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been exploredbefore. Keep them reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

There's a less trying way to
succeed in business. Check
out our Campus Internship
Program. Fact: 22% of this
company's 50 top agents began learning and earning
while still in college. Top
agents are independent and
laugh only when they want to.
Stop by or phone our campus
office today.

And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required.
" Your degree" can be a"
8.5., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL " AERONAUTICAL " ELECTRICAL CHEMICAL CIVIL
MARINE " INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING " PHYSICS " CHEMISTRY " METALLURGY " MATERIALS
"
SCIENCE " CERAMICS " MATHEMATICS " STATISTICS " COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
"
SCIENCE ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer— or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

808 PIGOTT
EA 2-6769
JOHN ROGERS
EA 4-7792

PROVIDENT
MUTUALSfe LIFE
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EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
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